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surveys and corporate communications we have engaged a wide 

array of stakeholders in preparation for the development of the 

five-year plan.

Stakeholder consultation included; Lheidli T’enneh First 

Nation, City of Prince George. Accommodations Prince George, 

Downtown Prince George, Prince George Chamber of Commerce, 

Spinal Cord Injury BC, Prince George Airport Authority, Tourism 

Prince George Board of Directors, individual accommodators, 

meeting planners, local sports organizers, event, festival organizers, 

attractions and other non-profit organizations.

A Tourism Model Benefiting All

Tourism Prince George Society embraces all tourism industry 

participants in the community by considering them as stakeholders, 

without a requirement to pay membership fees. By removing the 

fee structure the association will accomplish two significant goals: 

1) Tourism Prince George Society will be able to fully represent all 

of the tourism product available in Prince George to the consumer, 

and 2) Participation in partnered programs with Destination British 

Columbia and sector organizations will be available to all eligible 

tourism businesses within the region.

Commitment to Reconciliation, Sustainability & Inclusiveness

Tourism Prince George is very grateful to be operating on the 

traditional territory of the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation. Tourism 

activities done right have the opportunity and potential to foster 

better understanding of culture, the improvement of the environment, 

preservation of heritage, and the promotion of inclusiveness in 

society. Tourism Prince George is committed to working towards 

meaningful reconciliation with the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation 

through collaborative partnerships and actions over the next few 

years that will benefit economic, social, and cultural development.

The team will also assist Northern Tourism BC Association’s goal 

in achieving biosphere certification, which is based on established 

standards in areas that include climate change, environment, social, 

economy, and culture through implementation of training and 

onboarding of new practices with the industry.

The Spirit of Collaboration will Define our Success

Tourism Prince George recognizes that the success in building a vibrant 

and socially profitable industry requires a spirit of collaboration. 

In the preparation of this plan a process of extensive consultation 

was undertaken. Through one-on-one interviews, group meetings, 
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selective in the markets they service. Domestic tourism will be the 

focus of every DMO across BC and Canada, and competition for the 

British Columbian traveller will be intense.

Consumer trends are arcing towards Prince George and Northern BC, 

as the pandemic has fueled a growing demand for nature-related, 

eco-friendly, and outdoor activities. Travellers are seeking transformative 

and sustainable experiences that provide genuine cultural immersion 

avoiding heavily populated city centres. Climate change and other 

environmental factors will also be a significant challenge as we 

navigate the next five years.

OUR PLAN FOR GROWTH

Our Winning Aspiration

Over the next five years, Tourism Prince George and its partners 

will grow the industry, increasing industry-wide revenue, and 

creating positive social impact for the City of Prince George and 

the surrounding region.

Trends, Opportunities & Challenges

The strategy has been guided and developed during the COVID-19 

pandemic. Careful attention has been paid to the tourism trends 

and challenges that will shape the industry as it rebuilds.

The post COVID-19 environment will not be business as usual; a 

resumption of international travel is not anticipated until 2022 and 

businesses ravaged by the pandemic, such as airlines, will be highly 
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Mission

Operating on the traditional territory of the Lheidli T’enneh First 

Nation, Tourism Prince George exists to attract visitors, increase 

their length of stay, encourage them to share their amazing 

experiences with the world and, ultimately, increase the direct and 

indirect economic benefits to Prince George and the surrounding 

Northern Region.

Vision

Our Vision is for Prince George to be BC’s year-round “Northern 

Basecamp To Adventure”, a vibrant destination known for its diverse 

wilderness experiences, urban adventures, and iconic events.

Values

Welcoming 

Inclusive 

Fun 

Progressive 

Proud 

Accountable 

Responsible

Vision, Mission & Values
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Post COVID-19: 
The Road To Recovery & Beyond

COVID-19 has had a devastating impact on the tourism industry 

around the world and in British Columbia. The United Nations World 

Tourism Organization estimates that globally, in 2020, International 

Visitor Arrivals (IVA) decreased by 74%.

As the world rebuilds and recovers from the pandemic, impacts 

will be felt for years to come. With that in mind, this five-year plan 

has been designed to react to changing market conditions and 

should be viewed as a fluid document.

Economic Impact

The global impact could result in an economic loss of over $2.0 

trillion in global GDP, the equivalent of more than 2% of the 

world’s GDP in 2019. Source: UNWTO December 2020

 > UNWTO expects Global Tourism to have declined 70% to 

1990 levels.

 > International Visitor Arrivals in British Columbia in 2020 were 

down 86.4%.

 > Overall, Destination BC is forecasting a 70% decline in tourism 

revenues and corresponding MRDT funding.

 > In British Columbia, movement data provided by Environics 

Analytics to Destination BC suggest provincial declines of 

-28% and Northern BC declines of -21%.

 > Prince George events, sports and conferences lost an estimated 

$21M in potential business in 2020 and $40,000 in non-realized 

hotel nights.



The Prince George Opportunity

The demand for outdoor focused travel and experiences has never 

been higher. With limited international options, British Columbians 

will be seeking domestic travel options.

Research indicates travellers possess a renewed interest in nature, 

outdoor adventure, and culture based travel. Safety and hygiene 

will be top of mind, as will the need to discover new frontiers and 

avoid crowded urban environments.

Tourism Prince George is ready to lead the industry on the road 

to recovery and beyond. The focus moving forward in all future 

strategies and tactics will be an emphasis on collaboration, inclusion, 

and sustainability. 

Tourism Prince George will adopt a visitor-centric approach to 

business, being guided by the adoption of data-driven decision 

making and the application of strategic, innovative, enhanced 

communications, and organizational efficiencies.

Global Recovery

International travel is forecasted to lag well behind a domestic 

recovery due to travel restrictions, uneasy consumer confidence 

and an uncertain future for the airline and cruise ship industries.

Driving factors in recovery will include the speed of the virus 

containment, the duration of travel, global and domestic restrictions, 

and the gradual re-opening of borders. A full recovery isn’t expected 

until 2025-2026.

British Columbia Outlook

Destination British Columbia is not anticipating a full return to 

pre-COVID levels of tourism, including international travel until 

2026**. Forecasts are based on the time of writing

The recovery starts at home. Pent up demand for domestic travel 

is robust. As travel resumes, visitors will return to an industry that 

will have changed. The new normal is being defined on the run. 

The industry is being rebuilt, funding for promotion will be lean, 

competition for qualified labour will be intense.

Post COVID-19: 
The Road To Recovery & Beyond
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Trends, Opportunities & Challenges

A Quest for the Outdoors and Wide Open Spaces

The pandemic has fueled a growing demand for nature-related, 

eco-friendly, and outdoor activities. People are seeking transformative 

experiences that provide genuine cultural immersion avoiding heavily 

populated city centres.

Implication

Prince George and surrounding areas provide the type of getaway 

British Columbians are dreaming about. Promoting Prince George 

as Basecamp to the North in 2021 will accelerate the brand and 

drive economic growth.

Competition Everywhere

As all eyes shift from international marketing to domestic markets, 

competition for the BC and Canadian traveller for the next 18-24 

months will be intense. Every city, region, and Destination Marketing 

Organization across the country has a plan in place to attract the 

summer and fall visitor.

Implication

The need to leverage marketing partnerships, market research, 

and digital marketing has never been greater. Resources will focus 

on attracting the right visitors who offer the highest yield and 

potential for return visitation.
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Today, the world is on the cusp of a new industrial revolution led 

by new and emerging digital technologies. Once again, tourism 

will be leading the adoption of a new wave of digital products, 

platforms, and services.

Implication

Digital delivery of services is a traveller expectation. Many visitors 

may be more digitally savvy than some operators, thus training 

will be imperative, as will the need for a digitally integrated Visitor 

Services that provides assistance to the traveller throughout the 

path to purchase.

Airline Route Consolidation - Ownership Change

Early indications are air travel to major airports will be prioritized 

to regional operations. 

Ownership changes at both major Canadian carriers will likely result 

in a Canadian Airline industry that looks significantly different.

Implication

Air access is critical to the recovery of the touring, sports, and 

meetings sectors. The need to continue a close working relationship 

with the Prince George Airport Authority has never been greater.

Digital Transformation

COVID-19 forced the rapid acceleration of digital living. McKinsey 

Consulting speculates that Americans experienced 10-years of 

digital and e-commerce growth in 3-months.

Trends, Opportunities & Challenges



Sustainable & Regenerative Tourism

The call for a more sustainable tourism industry will define the 

future growth of the industry. The need to balance economic 

growth with the protection of the environment and socio-cultural 

interests will impact the industry for years to come and will be the 

defining narrative of travel this decade.

Implication

As people consider the social or environmental ethics of their 

travel decisions, they’re turning to responsible travel experiences 

with meaning. Being The Basecamp to the North, there is an implied 

need for Prince George to be a leader in offering sustainable 

travel options. Supporting Northern BC’s pursuit of biosphere 

certification for sustainability will provide future travellers with 

proof of Prince George’s commitment to sustainable tourism.

Slow Travel

Travellers are becoming more aware of the environmental impact 

of travel. This, coupled with daily burn-out, minimalism, and 

tiny-house living trends, is showing up in demand for slow travel. 

Europe has seen an uptick in train travel over airline travel. In 2019 

Greta Thunberg made headlines by travelling from Europe to the 

US by boat.

Implication

This presents an opportunity for Prince George as travellers 

consider destinations closer to home that don’t rely on an airline 

ticket. In addition, the majority of leisure travel in and around our 

destination is touring (an intentionally slower form of travel where 

the journey really does matter as much as the destination).

Trends, Opportunities & Challenges

12BASECAMP TO GROWTH 2022 - 2026
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Work From Anywhere
“Untethered Professionals” 

who can work from  
anywhere create new 

markets.

Slow Travel Movement
Slower pace of 

travellers with longer stays 
& more connection with 

community.

Younger Travellers
Gen X, Y & Z will dominate 
post pandemic due to Baby 

Boomer health concerns.

Digital Transformation
Has accelerated due to 
COVID-19. This makes  

digital engagement  
strategies essential.

Travel With Intention 
and Impact

Sustainability & 
regenerative travel 
gain momentum.

Wellness Tourism
Immunity boosting 

retreats, socially distanced 
trips, personal health & 

fitness holidays.

Responsible Business 
Travel

Quarantines are replaced 
with rapid testing.

“Vaxications”
Pent up demand for travel 

will create a rush for  
vaccine-enabled vacations.

Return of Consumer 
Confidence

Messaging should convey 
trip booking confidence.

Travel is a Luxury
Increased testing,  

vaccination & quarantine 
barriers will dampen 

demand.

No Fee Trip Changes
Due to uncertainty,  

flexibility at no cost is 
required to ensure travel 

can rebound.

Barriers
Testing protocols,  

quarantines & vaccine 
passports will require 

enhanced coordination.

Hygiene Over Fees
Decisions based on 

cleanliness standards with 
increased scrutiny  

on hygiene.

Last Minute Bookings
Uncertainty in the ability 

to travel has decreased the 
booking horizon to  

50 days (-37%).

Supporting Local
Domestic travel will  
dominate & require  
heavy investment in 
domestic strategies.

Solo Travel on Pause
Most travellers are looking 
to travel with companions.

Rise of Rural
Trips to rural areas & stand-
alone accommodation like 

cabins are in demand.

Travel Agent Value 
Splurge

Uncertainty/chaotic travel 
experiences will create 
more demand for travel 

professionals.

Values Driven 
Authenticity
Health, safety,  

responsibility & equity are 
gaining in importance for 

destination brands.

Cruise Paused &  
Destination Asia

Cruise not permitted  
until 2022. Demand for  

experiences in Asia high 
due to COVID response.

TOP TRAVEL AND TOURISM TRENDS, INSIGHTS AND PREDICTIONS (2021)

Source: Twenty 31. 2021. State of Tourism in Canada During Covid-19. For the Tourism Industry Association of Canada. 
https://tiac-aitc.ca/_Library/Coronavirus_2020/T31_TIAC_Dashboard_FEB_EN.pdf

Trends, Opportunities & Challenges
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We will achieve our goals by focusing action on six key areas: 

1. Marketing

2. Destination Development

3. Visitor Services

4. Industry Outreach

5. Business Development 

6. Organizational Effectiveness

This strategy is designed to grow the industry in Prince George 

and the surrounding area.

Tourism Prince George will harness the organization’s energy to 

foster exceptional customer experiences by focusing on the needs 

of travellers, the tourism industry, and the business community of 

Prince George and the surrounding area.

Our success will be measured by:

 > Increasing the positive image of Prince George as a welcoming 

and inclusive destination.

 > Increasing tourism revenues and economic diversification.

 > Supporting and facilitating industry development of market 

readiness for products and experiences.

 > Growing stakeholder engagement and satisfaction.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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MARKETING
Launching the ‘Basecamp’ brand will reposition 

Prince George as a tourism destination, invoking 

images of exploration, adventure, and discovery 

for our target audiences. Like all great brands, 

‘Basecamp’ transcends well beyond a logo or 

wordmark. It is an attitude and mindset that will 

be carried forward into visitor services, destination 

development, and potentially adapted into a 

broader economic development strategy for the 

city and the region.

Leveraging marketing partnerships, coordinated 

campaigns, and adopting a digital-first marketing 

mentality, Tourism Prince George will reach new 

customers and drive long-term growth.

To strengthen our marketing efforts, we will:

 > Position Prince George as a ‘Basecamp’ for 

northern tourism experiences.

 > Apply the ‘Basecamp’ brand to the priority 

sectors and markets of greatest opportunity.

 > Collaborate and support Lheidli T’enneh 

First Nation’s new tourism strategy.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT
The focus of ‘Destination Development’ will be 

to collaborate and facilitate the development of 

new and enhanced products and experiences, 

implement regional corridor development initiatives, 

and support applicable industry training.

Support of Northern BC Tourism Association’s 

commitment to biosphere certification for 

sustainability and a 10-Year Destination 

Development framework for Northern BC.

Increasing the overall sustainability and 

market-readiness of Prince George tourism 

experiences and products remains the guiding 

objective for ‘Destination Development’.

To grow ‘Destination Development’ we will:

 > Support Indigenous tourism development, 

working closely with the Lheidli T’enneh 

First Nation.

 > Support regional corridor development, 

through collaborative partnerships  

and initiatives with Northern BC Tourism 

Association and regional community partners.

 > Work towards creating and supporting more 

sustainable and inclusive tourism offerings.

 > Collaborate with Northern BC Tourism 

Association to achieve biosphere certification 

for sustainability.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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VISITOR SERVICES
Visitor Services plays a critical piece of  

connectivity between destination and visitor.

Tourism Prince George’s objective is to create 

a seamless end-to-end visitor experience, 

through an integrated, innovative and ‘Whole 

of Prince George’ approach to visitor servicing. 

Visitor Services will support the traveller by 

elevating the overall trip experience, increase 

visitor spending, length of stay, and encourage 

repeat visits.

We will strengthen Visitor Services by:

 > Implementing the recommended 

strategies contained in the 2021 Visitor 

Services Strategy.

 > Adopting an integrated ‘Basecamp’ 

approach to servicing visitors.

 > Establishing a ‘Whole of Prince George’ 

service model.

 > Creating a visitor centric organization.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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INDUSTRY OUTREACH
Industry outreach will focus on communicating 

and collaborating on initiatives that will yield high 

growth. As the industry rebounds, strengthening 

existing and cultivating new relationships with 

community members, the Lheidli T’enneh First 

Nation and industry partners will increase 

engagement, improve the understanding of the 

role and value of the DMO and help effectively 

govern the organization.

We will strengthen Industry Outreach by:

 > Maintaining regular engagement with 

tourism stakeholders, local government  

and the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation.

 > Ongoing engagement through corporate 

communications including town halls, workshops, 

newsletters and one-on-one meetings.

 > Working and partnering with tourism 

industry associations.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Business Development, and specifically event 
attraction, play a critical role in the diversification 
of the tourism industry. The operating environment 
will be challenging, as the industry seeks to 
rebuild in a competitive market. Tourism Prince 
George will work with stakeholders and other 
essential partners to attract more events 
that drive overnight visitation and economic 
growth. The key areas of business development 
include sports, conferences, and arts and 
culture events.

We will strengthen Business Development by:

 > Gathering content and assets that promote 
Prince George as a destination for hosting 
events.

 > Working with the City of Prince George and 
other partners to grow priority sectors like 
sporting events, city-wide conferences and 
other events that extend overnight stays, 
contribute to the economic diversification.

 > Working with the Prince George Airport 
Authority to maximize air access opportunities 
to draw more national and international 
markets and partnerships.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
The Tourism Prince George organizational 

structure must continue to evolve to reflect 

the realities of the industry, the impacts of 

a decrease in MRDT funding, and to support 

staff during this transition. The opportunity 

exists to meet and exceed the needs of today’s 

conditions, with a plan to succeed as future 

economic conditions improve.

Throughout the change, the organization will 

continue to foster a responsible, caring, inclusive, 

and progressive team culture and reputation.

We will strengthen our Organizational  
Effectiveness by:

 > Continuing to ensure financial moni-

toring and reporting is responsible and 

transparent.

 > Ensuring that the Board of Directors 

continue to provide effective governance 

and serve as ambassadors for Tourism 

Prince George, following the tourism model 

detailed in Appendix B.

 > Ensuring that Tourism Prince George 

attracts, develops, and retains team mem-

bers who feel valued and are enthusiastic 

and capable.

 > Ensuring Tourism Prince George streamlines  

processes and adapts technology to assist 

with overall cost and organizational effectiveness.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Summary



Our success will be measured by:

 > Increasing the positive image of Prince George as a welcoming, 

diverse and inclusive destination.

 > Increased tourism revenues & economic diversification.

 > Supporting and facilitating industry development of market 

readiness for products and experiences.

 > Growing stakeholder engagement and satisfaction.

Strategic Context

Over the next five-years, our winning aspiration will be to grow 

the business of tourism, increasing industry-wide revenue and 

creating positive social impact for the City of Prince George and 

the surrounding region.

Tourism Prince George will facilitate industry partners, businesses, 

and the community of Prince George to create and sustain 

exceptional customer experiences for our visitors throughout their 

journey and touch points along the way.
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Strategies of Recovery & Growth: 

1. Marketing

2. Destination Development

3. Visitor Services

4. Industry Outreach

5. Business Development 

6. Organizational Effectiveness

A Plan Built through Integration & Collaboration.

Tourism Prince George is creating a destination where there once 

was a gateway.

The full potential of this opportunity will be achieved through an 

integrated plan that brings business, industry, community and 

government together.

Emerging out of COVID-19, the 5-Year Plan will be tasked with 

both rebuilding and growing an industry so adversely impacted by 

the pandemic.

Complete industry recovery is not anticipated to reach 2019 levels 

until 2024-2026. The 5-Year Plan has been designed to facilitate 

increased visitation, revenue and employment through the  

implementation of six strategies. The strategies are intertwined, 

requiring organizational collaboration and integration. Together, the 

six strategies represent the future of recovery and growth.

23BASECAMP TO GROWTH 2022 - 2026
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‘Basecamp’, a Destination Brand and Catalyst for Growth

Our destination brand is an economic catalyst. Prince George 

‘Basecamp’ is the driving theme to growth.

As a destination brand, ‘Basecamp’ repositions Prince George 

invoking images of great exploration and the potential of new 

discoveries. Like all great brands this transcends beyond wordmarks 

and logos as an attitude, a promise and mindset for the entire 

industry and community as a whole.

Changing Perceptions and Creating Advocates

Visitors come to Prince George throughout the year for a variety of 

reasons. Whether it is a visit for an event, to attend a conference, to 

participate in a sporting activity or for leisure travel, our marketing 

plans will leverage data to unearth insights and inspire visitors to 

explore further, stay longer and return again.

Industry expansion will be dependent on Tourism Prince George 

successfully growing the leisure travel sector first. The task of 

marketing will be to reposition the city as a year-round vacation 

destination, not just a location for sporting events, conferences, 

business trips or a gateway hub.

The approach to marketing will be anchored in understanding our 

varied audiences. Leveraging the combination of a path to purchase 

marketing model and relevant industry research,  marketing will 

ensure that the right message reaches the right audience, at the 

right time.

24BASECAMP TO GROWTH 2022 - 2026
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Lheidli T’enneh First Nation Collaboration and Support

 > Collaborate and support Lheidli T’enneh First Nation’s new 
tourism strategy.

 > Facilitate local tourism partnerships, helping develop Chun 
T’oh Whudujut Provincial Park (Ancient Forest) as an iconic 
global stop.

 > Partner with the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation to acquire content.

KPI’s

 > Support Lheidli T’enneh First Nation in their content 

development plans.

 > Support in the development of Indigenous Tourism experiences.

MARKETING ACTIONS & KPI’S

Position Prince George as a Basecamp for Northern  
Tourism Experiences

 > Develop a content marketing plan that amplifies the brand 
voice engaging visitors, residents, and industry as advocates 
for the Basecamp brand.

 > Launch new Brand Campaigns aimed at identified target markets 
through cooperative marketing partnerships and initiatives.

 > Establish an authentic and honest voice for the creative strategy, 
recognizing that a focused target audience aligns better with 
Prince George’s unique selling features.

 > Refinement and development of new corridors, campaigns 
and themed itineraries with Northern partners.

 > Develop new brand content and assets based on Prince George’s 
identified assets: culture, eco-tourism, adventure/outdoor 
experiences, urban, heritage, Indigenous, culinary and location.

KPI’s

 > Increase the positive image of Prince George as a destination 
as measured by an improved Net Promoter Score.

 > Industry adoption and integration of the ‘Basecamp’ Brand.

 > Increase in visitation from identified markets.

 > Increase awareness per channel - websites, social and other 
digital tactics, and capture of Canadian postal codes to 
further refine future tactics.

 > Increase the number and diversity of stories.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 1: Marketing
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Primary Markets

 > Domestic visitors from BC, Alberta, Ontario for leisure travel 

and touring (1+ nights).

 > Provincial associations, government, corporate and Indigenous 

organizations for hosting regional/provincial meetings,  

conventions, conferences and tradeshows .

 > Sport event organizers or sport event rights holders of 

regional, provincial, national events (2+ nights) .

 > Close-by States for Alaska routes.

Secondary Markets

 > Rest of Canada - outdoor enthusiasts, culture seekers.

 > Targeted European Countries.

 > Other states for Alaska routes.

Apply the Basecamp Brand to the Areas of Greatest Opportunity

 > Utilize the brand to help grow relevant tourism sectors and 

markets of greatest potential.

 > Continue to focus on and grow relevant tourism sectors and 

markets that align with Tourism Prince George through the 

application of market research and industry and partner input.

 > Balance outdoor-focused messaging with urban messaging 

around food and beverage, retail, and cultural experiences.

 > Curate new Basecamp content that aligns with visitor 

engagement across all channels including in the sports, 

events and conference sectors.

KPI’s

 > Growth in awareness of the ‘Basecamp’ brand and Prince 

George as a year round leisure travel destination.

 > Growth as measured by visitors of identified tourism sectors 

and markets of greatest potential.

Apply the Basecamp Brand to Priority Target Markets

Priority markets were identified against the following criteria: markets 

have shown an interest in Prince George through past visitation, 

markets of current importance and long-term growth potential.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 1: Marketing



Destination Development will collaborate and help facilitate focus 

on the development of new and enhanced products, applicable 

industry training and ensuring an available labour supply.

Tourism Prince George will work with local business, the Lheidli 

T’enneh First Nation and industry to facilitate the development of 

market ready products and itineraries, the design of tourism-specific 

signage, and coordination of policies and infrastructure needs and 

government relations.

The demand for sustainable tourism will be a defining industry 

trend over the next decade. Destination Development will work 

in collaboration with the Northern BC Tourism Association, in its 

commitment to pursue a biosphere certification in sustainability. 

This international designation issued by the Responsible Tourism 

Institution aligns with the 17 sustainable tourism goals identified 

by the UNWTO.

Facilitating responsible destination management with partners, 
enhancement and growth of tourism experiences and the delivering 
of world-class visitor experiences.

As Basecamp to the North, Tourism Prince George will support 

regional corridor development, the ‘Basecamp’ brand will serve 

as a catalyst for local and regional destination enhancement and 

product development.

From urban discoveries to rugged landscapes, outdoor adventure 

and nature-based tourism, as well as cultural and heritage activities, 

Prince George offers visitors a world of experiences unique to the 

city and the north.

With an International Airport, best-in-class meeting and sport facilities, 

heritage sites and provincial parks, recreation sites, and trails 

already in place, the future for development of tourism products and 

experiences is limited only by imagination and economic attraction.

27BASECAMP TO GROWTH 2022 - 2026
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KPI’s

 > Further enhancement of corridors to support touring (experiences 

along routes), common yet on-brand signage, supporting 

interpretive materials (both traditional and digital, etc.).

 > Dispersion of travel across the North to mitigate the effects 

and impact of over tourism.

 > Increase in Northern tourism routes and itineraries.

Work in Partnership Towards Inclusion and Accessibility 
of Tourism Offerings

 > Support the identified goals on inclusion and accessibility in 

the 10-year destination development framework for the North.

 > Develop initiatives aimed at increasing accessibility for 

tourism business and experiences, through programs such as 

Access North.

 > Increase in diverse experiences that are inclusive and accessible 

year-round.

DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS & KPI’S

Lheidli T’enneh First Nation Product Development

 > Support Indigenous tourism development in Prince George by 

working closely with the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation. 

 > Launch joint initiatives with Lheidli T’enneh First Nation and 

Northern BC Tourism Association as per the new Tourism 

Strategy developed in 2020.

KPI’s

 > Support the development of authentic visitor experiences.

 > Support the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation initiatives from their 

tourism strategy.

Support Lead Corridor Development

 > As the Basecamp to Northern BC, be a catalyst for regional 

corridor development. 

 > Support cooperative funding and other marketing initiatives 

with Northern BC Tourism Association and regional communities 

on identified ICONIC and key routes throughout the North that 

connect and disperses travel.

 > Support and develop tourism signage initiatives that align with 

Destination BC objectives, Northern BC Tourism Corridors and 

the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation branding strategy.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 2: Destination Development
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KPI’s

 > Successful Destination Marketing Organization certification 

and industry adoption.

 > Sensitive areas, such as the Ancient Forest, rivers and lakes 

are protected from over-use by visitors.

KPI’s

 > Positive change in accessibility audits conducted.

 > Digital assets and new content developed that is inclusive and 

tells the unique stories of the people and experiences of the 

area.

 > New or enhanced diverse experiences created and booked.

Collaboration with Northern BC in Pursuit of Biosphere Certification 
in Sustainability

 > Collaborate with Northern BC Tourism Association in the process 

required for achieving Biosphere Sustainable Destination 

Marketing Organization certification.

 > Adapting global and BC specific green tourism initiatives 

aligned with the World Tourism Organization’s 2030 pledge 

on sustainability.

 > Supporting UNBC, Destination BC and Northern BC Tourism 

Association and others on sustainable research and awareness.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 2: Destination Development



Through knowledge and information sharing, Visitor Services 

support visitor education about the destination by identifying 

sensitive areas and cultural significance and communicating 

responsible travel messaging.

As a primary visitor touchpoint, Visitor Services possess the 

unique opportunity to gain visitor insights which can be easily 

communicated to other departments for quick adjustments to 

marketing or for longer term planning for destination development. 

This support will lead to the development of exceptional travel 

experiences and strong visitor satisfaction.

Visitor Services also support convention and sport business 

providing destination specialist support to increase pre and post 

delegate/participant experiences.

Helping Create Exceptional Visitor Experiences

Delivering exceptional customer experiences starts with ensuring 

Visitor Services is integrated within all aspects of DMO operations.

Once viewed as a stand-alone function, Visitor Services plays a 

critical piece of connectivity between the destination and visitor. 

More than providing in-market visitor assistance, Visitor Services 

can support, educate, and inform as the visitor is trip planning, 

while they are in Prince George or through a post trip follow-up.

As the visitor researches and plans their visit, they will visit 

numerous channels to gather information. Visitor Services can 

support the traveller by monitoring, engaging, and responding 

to questions, providing guidance and highlighting incremental 

experiences that may serve to elevate the overall trip experience, 

and increasing visitor spending, length of stay and encouraging 

repeat visits.
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Optimizing the role of Visitor Services requires an integration at 

the operations level, ensuring roles, responsibilities, and processes 

are maximized to ensure a visitor-centric organization in all areas.

Tourism Prince George will facilitate a ‘Whole of Prince George’ 

approach to Visitor Services. This includes elevating the visitor 

experience through improving customer service and creating new 

opportunities for destination and tourism product development. 

This holistic approach to Visitor Services, treats stakeholders, 

partners, industry, and government as a single team.

The Integration of strategies will ensure the campaign elements 

fulfill expectations, the right tools are used, the right information is 

developed, the industry is well connected, and the communication 

is on brand.
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PLAN 
PLAN

> Support planning
> Remove barriers

 
Itineraries 
Plans 
Personalization 
Know before you go

Itineraries/routes based on varying levels 
of adventurousness & comfort potential 
for personalization

Know before you go content: How to 
prepare for your basecamp experience, 
what to expect

INSPIRE
AWARE // DREAM 

> Emotionally engage
> Build personal relevance
> Pull into the dream

 
Brand messaging 
Niche messaging (eg. sports, 
passions and interests) 
Partnerships

advocacy

LEARN
CONSIDER // 

CREATE VACATION MOVIE

> Validate the interest
> Show what there is to do
> Address barriers + concerns

 
Reviews & ratings 
Local advocacy 
Peer to peer content

Feature relevant nature-based activities 
& attractions, but layer on city based 
attractions: culture, food, drink + 
accommodations etc

For Meeting & Events / Sports Tourism: feature 
relevant city amenities and attractions and layer 
on nature-based adventure

Lead with adventure + 
love of outdoors but weave 
in city experience

Show range along the nature 
/ culture continuum (aligning 
to varying visitor appetites 
for outdoor + urban mix

Appeal to personal passions & 
interests that index high for our targets 
(eg. fishing, adventure sports + appetite 
for comfort + indulgence)

Build basecamp narrative for Sports Tourism 
and Meeting & Events (eg Sports Event + 
Conferences +) encouraging travelers to add 
extra days pre + post

EXPLORE

> Reinforce decision + 
   surpass expectations 
> Encourage real-time sharing

 
Visitor experience 
Local engagement 
Sharing + review opportunities
On the ground basecamp 
structured offers + experiences 
(surprise and delight)

Local engagement 
(cf. Calgary White Hat program)

ACT
BOOK

> Provide triggers 
> Create urgency
> Encourage sharing of plans

 
Offers & deals 
Time limited events 
Basecamp themed 
offers + deals

RELIVE

> Extend + 
   amplify sharing

 
Recontact 
Seek feedback

Reach out & request 
feedback + UGC for resharing

BASECAMP VISITOR JOURNEY
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KPI’s

 > Number of Prince George customer services by leveraging 

existing training programs.

 > Resident sentiment towards tourism and steps taken to act 

upon findings. 

Creating a Visitor Centric Organization

 > Redefine the structure and responsibilities to better reflect 

the elevated role of Visitor Services.

 > Better understanding and response to visitor needs through 

enhanced research and performance tracking.

KPI’s

 > Implement a Visitor Servicing organizational model.

 > Develop and implement Tourism Prince George research and 

performance tracking.

VISITOR SERVICES ACTIONS & KPI’S

Integrated Basecamp Approach

 > Support the traveller throughout the path-to-purchase with 

timely assistance and content across all Tourism Prince 

George digital channels.

 > Innovate new solutions to meet and exceed visitor expectations.

 > Create dynamic visitor engagement through key activities 

and partnerships.

KPI’s

 > Number of inquiries and traveller engagements across locations 

and channels.

 > Increase in positive visitor sentiment ratings.

Adopt a ‘Whole of Prince George’ Service Model

 > Develop an integrated approach to Visitor Services, treating 

the organization, partners, industry, and government as a 

single team.

 > Identify the tools and systems required to create a safe, 

robust, and sustainable tourism experience.

 > Uplift quality of the visitor experience by leveraging and 

supporting partner programs and services.  

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 3: Visitor Services



Establishing stakeholder buy-in will also help extend the reach and 

power of the ‘Basecamp’ brand message. Creating a network of 

stakeholders and partners whose voices and social presence will 

amplify the brand voice and create a strong network of advocates.

Strength in Numbers; Building Internal Engagement and Advocacy

Industry outreach will focus on communicating and collaborating 

on initiatives that will yield high growth. Outreach will aid in 

improving the overall resiliency of the industry and identify the 

needs, challenges and opportunities from all sectors.

Focus will be placed on strengthening existing and cultivating new 

relationships with stakeholders, community members, the Lheidli 

T’enneh First Nation, and industry partners. Industry outreach will 

increase engagement, improve the understanding of the role of 

the Destination Marketing Organization, tourism as a social,  

community, cultural and economic driver and help effectively 

govern the organization.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS & KPI’S

Maintain regular communication with tourism business stakeholders

 > Maintaining regular engagement communication with tourism 

business stakeholders, local government and the Lheidli 

T’enneh First Nation to ensure resiliency efforts are successful 

and recovery plans are relevant for the Prince George area.

 > Sharing the plan and building mutually beneficial relationships 

to create a greater sense of partnership and ownership.

KPI’s

 > Strengthening of ‘Pride of Place’ amongst partners  

and stakeholders.

 > Number of presentations given to local stakeholder groups.

Basecamp Merchandising Sales

 > Continue ‘Basecamp’ clothing and merchandising programs to 

boost ‘Pride of Place’ and brand presence.

 > Promote merchandise sales through online promotion, pop-ups, 

visitor services and industry partnerships.

KPI’s

 > Achieve a benchmark for merchandise sales in 2021. 

 > Measurement of positive stakeholder uptake and awareness.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 4: Industry Outreach

Partner with Applicable Tourism Associations and Businesses

 > Continue to strengthen and create new partnerships within 

tourism, government, local business associations, not-for-profits, 

post-secondary institutions, media and others to advocate and 

create positive policies and outreach for Prince George.

KPI’s

 > Increasing the number of partnerships developed.

Develop B2B Communications Program For Stakeholder Engagement

 > Develop a corporate communications program to reach out 

and engage industry members and stakeholders.

KPI’s

 > Number of corporate communications efforts conducted in 

the calendar year.

 > Distributed e-newsletters with a high open rate.

 > Number of events or industry workshops conducted during 

the calendar year.



Strengthening partnerships, pursuing greater collaboration with 

the industry, and leveraging leading edge market research, will 

help accelerate recovery and stimulate business growth.

At the core of this 5-Year Plan is the overarching goal of increasing 

tourism revenues and economic diversification for Prince George 

and the region.

Growing the Business of Tourism for the Financial and Social 
Betterment of All

Emerging out of COVID-19, tourism in B.C. is expected to slowly 

recover to pre-pandemic levels. The operating environment 

will be challenging, as the industry seeks to rebuild in a hyper 

competitive market.

The industry and Tourism Prince George will be tasked with 

recovery, growth, and diversification in an environment in which 

resources will be scarce. Doing more with less will be part of the 

new normal.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS & KPI’S

Gather content and assets that promote Prince George as a 
destination for hosting events.

 > Continue to gather assets that will be used for the attraction 

of sport events, meetings and conferences, and arts and 

culture events.

KPI’s

 > Development of photo and video assets for event 

attraction purposes.

 > Capture content at existing events for future use.

Grow Priority Business Sectors and Overnight Stays

 > Working with the City of Prince George to grow priority sectors 

that extend overnight stays, contribute to the economic 

diversification and grow Prince George’s reputation and capacity 

as a great hosting destination through high-yield city-wide 

events in sports, conferences and other applicable events.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 5: Business Development

KPI’s

 > Support events that have been confirmed through promotion 

to increase out of town visitation.

 > Establish leads on new event opportunities.

 > Increase in city-wide events during need periods as per 

strategy recommendations.

Maximize Air Access Opportunities

 > Work with the Prince George Airport Authority to maximize air 

access opportunities to grow regional, national and international 

air access.

KPI’s

 > Number of partnerships with Airport and air carriers,  

partner destinations.

 > An increase in air traffic and routes.



The opportunity exists to review, realign, and reorganize to meet 

and exceed the needs of today’s conditions and support staff with 

a plan to succeed as future economic conditions improve.

Throughout the change, the organization will continue to foster an 

inclusive, responsible, caring, empathetic, and progressive team 

culture and reputation.

Building an Inclusive, Empathetic, and Agile Organization

As an organization, Tourism Prince George provides value to its 

members and engages its stakeholders and partners through 

listening, communicating, and collaborating.

The organization’s responsibilities are wide reaching and will be 

tasked as the industry emerges from COVID-19. To accommodate 

industry and visitor needs, the organization’s structure must 

evolve to reflect the realities of the industry, and the decrease in 

MRDT funding.
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KPI’s

 > Annual Report to Community Stakeholders.

 > Improvement in business and resident sentiment of Prince 

George as a destination.

 > Positive outcomes as measured in annual Board of Directors, 

tourism stakeholders, and staff satisfaction surveys.

 > Good fiduciary track record.

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ACTIONS & KPI’S

Strengthening Organizational Effectiveness

 > Ensuring that the Board of Directors continue to provide 

effective governance and serve as ambassadors for Tourism 

Prince George under the governance model detailed in 

Appendix B. 

 > Ensuring that Tourism Prince George attracts, develops, and 

retains team members who are enthusiastic, capable, and who 

feel valued.

 > Continuing to ensure the financial monitoring and reporting is 

responsible and transparent.

 > Ensuring cost-effective technology and processes  

are implemented.

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Strategy 6: Organizational Effectiveness



stakeholders through the implementation of the stakeholder model, 

annual business and marketing plans, financial budgets and audits. 

The Board will establish and follow procedures, reporting and 

public accountability measures that reflect best practice in the 

management and use of public funds.

The City of Prince George appoints four (4) directors to the DMO 

Board as follows:

 > Attractions Sector (1) for a two-year term;

 > Food & Beverage Sector (1) for a two-year term;

 > Transportation (1) for a two-year term; and

 > City of Prince George Administration (1) for a two-year term.

The Prince George Accommodation Association appoints six (6) 

accommodations sector directors, each with a two-year term.  

The Lheidli T’enneh First Nation appoints one (1) director for a 

two-year term.

Management, Governance and Administration

Since 2010, the City of Prince George has engaged Tourism Prince 

George Society to carry out tourism-related activities. The service 

agreement includes the following expectations of Tourism Prince 

George Society:

 > Annual presentation of the business plan and budget to the 

City of Prince George at a public council meeting.

 > Submission of Annual Report with audited financial statements.

 > Four City appointed seats on the Tourism Prince George 

Board of Directors.

Under this agreement, the municipality’s administration will be 

responsible for monitoring and reporting on the use of funds, 

as required.

Tourism Prince George Society is governed by an eleven-member 

Board of Directors that advises on, approves and monitors the 

strategic direction taken by the Society. The Board is responsible 

for hiring a CEO through a competitive hiring process. The Board 

ensures that the Tourism Prince George Society continues to be 

responsive and accountable to the tourism industry and its funding 

5-Year Strategy: the big six 
Appendix A
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BECAUSE  
LIFE HAPPENS 

outdoors

TOURISMPG.COM Suite 101–1300 
1st Ave Prince George,  
BC Canada V2I 2Y3

250 649 3456 
1 800 668 7446 
250 564 3456


